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Literacy Adventure title: Laughing Letters ABC  
Subtitle: Create a wonderfully wacky alphabet 

Title in Spanish: 

 

These research-based key elements and strategies will help you design an adventure rich in literacy skill-

building.  

Key Elements 

● Read aloud 

● Book browsing and choice 

● Nurture diversity 

● Draw connections 

● Have fun! 

Key Strategies 

● Read aloud interactively 

● Ask the three VTS questions 

● Make time for discussion in pairs 

● Extend language 

● Nurture diversity in languages 
 

Age Range (K-3): __K-3_______  Group Size (ideal): 

__adaptable______ 
Time Range: __40-60__ min 

 

Adventure Goals 
Our goal in every adventure is for children to have fun with books and reading!  

 

Additional participant goals for this Literacy Adventure:  

(What reading, writing, and/or language elements will participants explore/experience?) 

● Strengthen recognition of initial letter sounds and phonological skills.   

●  Practice pronunciation and fluency in a playful way 

● Boost vocabulary 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V3pOdYKHn26nPwC42EmaK-sYDX8AD49x5X7eeymX8UY/edit
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Adventure Outline  
This literacy adventure includes (summarize the outline of your adventure plan here): 

 

Hook:   
Questions:  How long is your tongue?  Let’s see (demonstrate ).  Can anyone touch their chin with their 

tongue?  (pause).  Can you touch your nose? ( pause).   Without using your fingers, can you twist your 

tongue?  (pause)   Well, today, we’re going to trick our tongues into tangling……truly! 

 

How many of you have tried to say Tongue Twisters?   A tongue twister is a bunch of words that are really 

hard to say because they use the same sound over and over.  Here’s an example: 

 

             Six sticky skeletons 

 

Can you say it?  (do it together slowly and then try it a little faster.  Challenge them to repeat it together 3 

times as fast as they can when you say “go”.) 

 

Getting Started:  Explain what made it hard to say was Alliteration – saying words that all start with 

the same sound.    (optional) “Want to try with another one?”  [list below] 

 

“You know, you can make up your own.  Let’s make one together using my name” –(or pick a letter) – 

“My name in Nancy, it starts with the “nnnnn” sound.   What’s another word that starts with the “nnnn” 

sound ?”     Repeat whatever word is given – adding words until you have a silly phrase.  Challenge them 

to say it with you – fast. 

If they get stuck, try prompts like “Is there an animal that starts with that sound?”  (a food, a color, a 

motion, etc) 

 

Read-Aloud:  Sometimes books sound funny because of Alliteration.   Read the beginning or part of 

Clara Caterpillar by Pamela Duncan Edwards or Oh Say Can You Say by Dr. Seuss [more options below] 

 

There are entire alphabet books that are written in Alliteration.  Ask a child to say a letter, then read/show 

the example from Dr. Seuss’s ABC and/or The Alphabet Theater Proudly Presents the Z was Zapped by 

Chris Van Allsburg.   Ask another child for another letter and introduce them to the ultimate alliteration 

alphabet book Animalia by Grame Base.  Perhaps read two examples.  [more titles below] 

 

(Optional but ideal if you get a copy of the book)  Even kids can write books -- Damien Macalino (from 

Hillsboro Oregon) used alliteration and wrote an entire alphabet book by asking the question “What if…?” 

for each letter.    

Show examples from – What if an Alligator Ate an Avalanche?  By Damien Macalino 

 Book: Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/What-Alligator-Ate-Avalanche-

Alphabet/dp/0983630380/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=what+if+an+alligator+ate+an+avalanche&qid=15

57613124&s=gateway&sr=8-2-spell 

 YouTube of him at a reading: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bt_xzbmO6w  (the audio isn’t 

great but it shows how young he was) 

https://www.amazon.com/What-Alligator-Ate-Avalanche-Alphabet/dp/0983630380/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=what+if+an+alligator+ate+an+avalanche&qid=1557613124&s=gateway&sr=8-2-spell
https://www.amazon.com/What-Alligator-Ate-Avalanche-Alphabet/dp/0983630380/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=what+if+an+alligator+ate+an+avalanche&qid=1557613124&s=gateway&sr=8-2-spell
https://www.amazon.com/What-Alligator-Ate-Avalanche-Alphabet/dp/0983630380/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=what+if+an+alligator+ate+an+avalanche&qid=1557613124&s=gateway&sr=8-2-spell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bt_xzbmO6w
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 And you are all just as smart and creative as he is! 

 

That’s what we’re going to do today --- create a wonderfully wacky ABC using Damien’s “What if…?” 

pattern.  You’ll each make a page for a letter.   But first a few rules: 

 Pick a letter you like – it can be the first letter of your name, or a letter you think sounds fun, or 

whatever you choose. 

 More than one person can have the same letter – because you’re sure to come up with different 

words to put into your “What if…?” tongue twister. 

 If you’re lucky and know more than one language – you can use words from both languages as 

long as the words start with the same sound.  (you might have to tell us about the word, and how to 

say it…but we’re fast learners). 

 Words like “a” and “the” and “with” are freebees – they don’t have to start with your letter or 

sound. 

 Sometimes 2 letters can sound the same in English – like “c-cat” and “k-kangaroo” – don’t worry 

if the letters are different, go for the sound. 

 Before we make our wacky tongue twister pages, let’s collect words!  Think of words that start 

with your sound. (maybe jot them down, or tell your grownup to help you remember). And we’re 

going to hunt in books to find more. 

 

Book Browsing: Assortment of books for word hunting and/or reading for fun: 

 Pictorial alphabet books that show a pattern of “A is for apple…etc” 

 Animalia plus other alliterative alphabet books [list below] 

 Picture dictionaries 

 For kids who opt out of the project and would rather read: Alliteration picture books [list below] 

and books of tongue twisters (sometimes a section in joke books). 

  

Activity:   
 Have each child write their letter in the top corner of their paper and draw or draw & write their 

“What if…” tongue twister.   [template option below]   Pre-writers can get help from adults or 

older children to capture their phrase.  

 

Wrap Up:  Come back together and share what they’ve created (options) 

 Ask for a volunteer to show and read their page.  See if the kids can repeat the volunteer’s “what 

if..” question.  Can they do it fast 2 times?   Ask for more volunteers. 

 OR -  have the kids line up alphabetically by their letter.  (multiple letters can stand side by side).  

Have each child read or tell you their “what if…”  Repeat it loudly enough so everyone can hear it. 

 OR -  Have kids pair up and tell/read their tongue twister alliterations to each other.  See if they 

can say each other’s page fast.  (have a bell or buzzer to signal the end of the activity-it will be 

loud) 
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Take home: 
● Extra copies of the “What if…?” template to make more pages 

  

● Books to check out 

Supplies 
● Copies of Animalia by Graeme Base and other alliterative alphabet books [list below] 

  

●  Copies of picture books that demonstrate alliteration [list below] 

●  Picture dictionaries 

●  Paper and pencils for word collecting 

● Art supplies:  drawing, coloring, paper and/or “What if…?” page   

● Optional: whiteboard or pad to write group created tongue twister 

● Optional: camera to take pictures of the pages and/or film kids presenting their pages to post on 

your social media or website 

Considerations for Planning 
● Tongue twisters happen in almost all languages. English language learners may know tongue 

twisters in their first language. Google ‘tongue twisters in _____’ to find some or check out the 

website listed in Resources.  If fluent speakers are available, ask if they know any or if they’re 

willing to read some that you found online. Note how tongue twisters are fun in every language. 

● Spanish language learners don’t concentrate on learning initial letter sounds as early as English 

language learners do.  They learn the consistent Spanish vowel sounds first.  Be mindful of that 

learning sequence difference.  Look online for Spanish tongue twisters  

● Have sufficient space for kids to spread out and create 

 

Literacy Adventure Plan 

The basic components of a K-3 Literacy Adventure are:  

Hook; Getting Started; Read-Aloud; Book Browsing; Activity; and Wrap Up and Take Home.  
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Tips for planning your Adventure Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optional:  

I hope everybody had fun today learning about wordless books and coming up with our own 

wordless story. Now, at the end of an adventure, I like to ask these three very important questions!  

I’ll give you a hint: the answer to these questions is always… ¡Que sí! Or Yes! 

 

1. Are we happy to help you find good books to read? (Yes!)  

¿Nos gusta ayudarte a encontrar buenos libros para leer? (¡Que sí!)  

2. Do we love to talk about books with you? (Yes!)  

¿Nos gusta conversar sobre los libros contigo? (¡Que sí!)  

3. Is all reading good reading? (Yes!)  

¿Toda lectura es buena lectura? (¡Que sí!)  
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Adventure Variations and Extended Learning (optional) 

Got tips/ideas for engaging participants of various ages, cultures, languages and abilities? For 

example, you might include: Ways to shorten or extend the program; ways to work with pairs and  

with groups of different sizes, ages, and language mixes; additional activities; discussion ideas and 

sentence prompts; DIY stations and other passive program ideas; vocabulary extension activities; 

what to do if participants finish early; ideas for K-3 storytimes; and suggestions for family 

engagement. 

 

Done too quickly?   Make another page for another letter.  OR challenge to see how many more words 

with their letter they can pack into the sentence.  Add words for colors and other descriptors.  Add the 

word “but” or “and” to their phrase and build on more.  Make up a story.   

 

Shorter time or younger group – Read Silly Sally.  What other characters have a name that uses the 

same letter more than once?  (Mickey Mouse, Wonder Woman).  Look at Superhero ABC for other 

examples.   Kids write their name and add an alliterative word describing themselves, or creating an 

animal character that has their name. 

 

Most Marvelous Menu – show children some food products use the same letter sound in their names- 

like KitKat, CocaCola, and baked beans.  Challenge them to see how long a list of foods you can 

create together. Write suggestions on whiteboard creating the most marvelous menu for the Cuckoo 

Café.  (carrot cake, pickled peppers, roasted radishes, purple potatoes, caramel corn……..)  The sillier 

the better.   Can you get to “worm waffles” ? 

 

Play the Alliteration Game with groups of 5 co-creating a tongue twister.  Person #1 starts with a 

name, 2
nd

 person adds what happened, 3
rd

 person adds time or location, 4
th

 person adds another detail, 

5
th

 person adds a “because” for the action.  At the end, groups share tongue twisters and everyone tries 

to say them.  Was one of them the hardest ?  [link in resources to source] 

 

Suggest children ask their parents if they remember any tongue twisters or silly sentences from when 

they were young. 

 

Vocabulary 

Alliteration:  using two or more words that have the same sound in a phrase or sentence 

 

Tongue Twister:  A phrase or sentence that is hard to say quickly because of repeated letter or 

word sounds.  
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Trabalenguas: the Spanish term for tongue twister.  Traba = from the verb trabar (to 

block)   Lenguas = Tongues 

 

Additional Resources  

14 Tongue Twister samples: (some short, some long) 

 A big black bug bit a big black bear 

 Black bat blood bubbles 

 Charlie cheetah chewed a chunk of cheap cheddar cheese 

 Kooky cooks cranked out cupcakes quickly 

 Crisp crackers crunch to crumbs 

 Four fresh fried fish 

 Liza likes lizard lips 

 Paws off Pirate Peter’s private property 

 Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascal ran 

Six sick sheep 

 Six sticky skeletons 

Slippery snakes slide sideways 

Wanda wants to watch the walrus 

Zebra zig and zebra zag  

 

Tongue twisters in multiple languages  http://www.tongue-twister.net/ 

 

The Tongue Twister Game  https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/tongue-twister-game 

Book Suggestions 

Alphabet books with particularly great alliteration: 

Andreae, Giles.  K is for Kissing a Cool Kangaroo 

Base, Graeme. Animalia 

Basher, Simon.  ABC Kids 

Macalino, Damien. What if an Alligator ate an Avalanche? 

McLeod, Bob.  Superhero ABC 

Seuss, Dr.  Dr. Seuss’s ABC 

Van Allsburg, Chris. The Alphabet Theater Proudly Presents the Z was Zapped 

 

More Alphabet books with alliteration: 

Arthur, Felix.  A Little Book of Alliterations 

Ashman, Linda.  M is for mischief: an A to Z of naughty children 

 Auerbach, Annie.  P is for Princess 

Cleary, Brian.  Peanut Butter and Jellyfishes: a very silly alphabet book 

http://www.tongue-twister.net/
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/tongue-twister-game
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Dragonwagon, Crescent.  All the Awake Animals are Almost Asleep 

Dragonwagon, Crescent.  Alligator Arrived with Apples: a potluck alphabet feast 

 Emmons, Scott.  ABC Jamboree 

Gerstein, Mordicai.  Absolutely Awful Alphabet 

Hills, Tad.  R is for Rocket: an ABC book 

Ilinetzki, Megan.  M is for Mickey 

Jeffers, Oliver.  Once Upon an Alphabet 

Kalman, Maira.  What Pete Ate from A to Z 

Lobel, Anita.  Alison’s Zinnea 

Lobel, Anita.  Playful Pigs from A to Z 

Seeger, Laura Vaccaro.  Walter was Worried 

Sendak, Maurice.  Alligators All Around 

 Steig, Jeanne.  Alpha Beta Chowder 

 Vincent, Kay.  Animal Alphabet 

 Wong, Charissa.  S is for Superhero 

 

Picture books that use alliteration (character’s name or in the text) 

 Atwood, Margaret.  Princell Prunella and the Purple Peanut 

Billingsley, Franny.  Big Bad Bunny 

Bottner, Barbara.  Bootsie Barker Bites 

Cleary, Brian.  Chips and Cheese and Nana’s Knees: what is alliteration? 

Curry, Don.  Willie’s Word World 

DeRubertis, Barbara.  Sammy Skunks Super Sniffer 

 Edwards, Pamela Duncan.  Clara Caterpillar  

 Edwards, Pamela Duncan.  Four Famished Foxes and Fosdyke  

Edwards, Pamela Duncan.  Princess Pigtoria and the Pea 

Edwards, Pamela Duncan.  Some Smug Slug 

 Jenkins, Emily.  A Greyhound, a Groundhog 

Jones, Sarah.  Lloyd Llama 

Kellogg, Steven.  Aster Aardvark’s Alphabet Adventures 

Krosoczka, Jarret.  Worrywarts 

Massie, Diane Redfield.  The Baby BeeBee Bird 

 McMullan, Kate.  I Stink 

Nichols, Travis.  Betty’s Burgled Bakery 

Numeroff, Laura.  If You Give a Moose a Muffin 

Ripes, Laura.  The Spaghetti-Slurping Sewer Serpent 

Shaskan, Trisha Speed.  If You Were Alliteration 

Smith, Craig.  The Wonky Donkey 

Smith, Maggie.  Pigs in Pajamas 

Stevens, Janet.  The Great Fuzz Frenzy 

 Woods, Audrey.  Silly Sally 

 

Tongue Twisters:  (check your joke books, many include tongue twisters) 

 _____ Jokelopedia: the biggest, best, silliest, dumbest, joke book ever 

_____ National Geographic Kids Just Joking series of books 
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 Agee, Jon.  Orangutan Tongs: poems to tangle your tongue 

Albee, Sarah.  Elmo’s Tricky Tongue Twisters 

Andricain, Sergio.  Lero, Lero, Candelero: rimas, canciones y adivinanzas para ninos 

Buck, Nola.  Creepy crawly critters and other Halloween tongue twisters 

Buck, Nola.  Santa’s Short Suit Shrunk: a tongue twister story 

Canetti, Yanitzia.  Trabalengues  Zoologicos 

Chwast, Seymour.  She sells sea shells 

Cleary, Brian.  Six Sheep Sip Thick Shakes 

Cole, Joanna.  Six Sick Sheep: 101 tongue twisters 

Garstecki, Julia.  Terribly Tricky Tongue Twisters  

Heck, Edward.  Many Marvelous Monsters 

Jester, John.  99 Tortuous, Tricky, Tough Tongue Twisters 

Kim, Grace.  She Sells Seashells: a tongue twister story 

Pizzo, Robert.  The Amazing Animal Alphabet of Twenty-six Tongue Twisters 

Schwartz, Alan.  Busy Buzzing Bumblebees 

Seuss, Dr.  Oh Say Can You Say? 

Tait, Chris. Ridiculous Tongue Twisters 

Trapani, Iza.  Rufus and Friends: rhyme time 

Winn, Whee.  Lots of Tongue Twisters for Kids 

Supporting Research (optional):  

How does this Literacy Adventure draw upon or connect to the research supporting K-3 literacy 

programming in out-of-school environments? Have a look at the Index to the Research Review.  

● Understanding and supporting beginning readers’ development of foundational phonics 

skills, such as initial sounds in words, supports reading growth and comprehension. 

● Translanguaging acknowledges and utilizes the bilingual child’s complex language 

repertoire as a resource. 

 

https://fosteringreaders.weebly.com/research.html
https://fosteringreaders.weebly.com/research.html


Elements to help them think about it 
  Start with: 
 WHO – what’s an animal or person that begins with your letter (monkey/mailman) 
 ACTION – what’s happening?  An action that begins with your letter (munch) 
 WHAT ELSE – objects that begin with your letter (milkshakes, muffins, mittens) 
  What else can you pack in??? 
 SETTING – where ?  Is there a place that begins with your letter (mountain) 
 WHEN – is there a time word that begins with your letter (Monday, midnight) 
 DESCRIPTIVE WORDS – what kind of ‘who’ or ‘what’ (adjectives) 
 
 Example: 
  What if a monkey munched muffins? 
  What if a monkey and a mailman munched muffins? 
  What if a monkey and a mailman munched moldy muffins? 

 What if a mangy monkey and a mean mailman madly munched moldy  
  muffins at midnight every Monday? 

 
Tip – younger kids, come up with subject/verb idea and drew it – adult or older kid writing in 
the words. 
 Starter hints:  What’s an animal that begins with (sound of letter) ? 
   What’s something to eat that begins with (sound of letter) ? 
   What’s something you like to do that begins with (sound of letter) ? 
  
Tip -- Older kids, challenge them to see how many words they can pack into the question  
 Or add more details in the picture that aren’t included in the words (like Animalia) 
 

 

Information to share: 
What a dictionary is and how it’s organized – use to find words that start with a letter. 
How to look at multiple alphabet books to “collect” words and ideas with your letter. 


